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Brought to you by
Speak PR is an independent public
relations firm. Located in downtown
Des Moines, Speak PR is dedicated
to helping companies find their
voice and tell their story.

YellowCabCo.
has provided
the greater Des
Moines community
with reliable and
professional
transportation for
nearly 100 years.
A NEW FACE EQUALS NEW OPPORTUNITY

Advertising with YellowCabCo. provides
many opportunities for building brand
awareness. Our advertising platforms offer
unprecedented access to a customer base
that can be targeted to market your brand
around the clock; Yellow Cabs are on the
road 24/7, 365, allowing you to get the
most “bang” for your buck.

Musings
On The Color
Yellow

1915
WHY THE COLOR YELLOW?

It is rumored to unify his fleet, Hertz
had commissioned a local university
study to scientifically ascertain which
color would stand out strongest at
a distance and yellow won. (Color
researchers still agree that yellow is
generally the most visible color that
the eye can detect.)

The Evolution of a
Historical Icon

1912
In 1912, Albert
Rockwell,
establishes the
first Yellow Taxicab
Co. in NYC to
spark the auto
transportation
industry. Following
suit three years
later, entrepreneur
John Hertz opened
the first Yellow
Cab Company in
Chicago, IL.

1923 1944
THE GREAT DEPRESSION YEARS

New York / In New York, the
war between Checker Cab Co.
and Yellow Cab Co. worsened
infighting among cabbies
desperate for work.
Iowa / In Iowa, John Ruan was
creating Ruan Transportation
Management Systems that
later expanded beyond one
truck into a fleet operating
throughout the U.S.

As WWII came to a close, John Ruan
expanded his successful transportation
company to create Capitol Cab, a competitor
of Yellow Cab in Des Moines. In 1981 Ruan
acquired the Yellow Cab company.

1999
In 1999, Trans Iowa purchases Ruan’s Capitol
and YellowCabCo. fleet and expands upon
Ruan’s tradition of providing safe, professional
transportation for the metro community by
offering charter bus options.

2015
In 2015, Trans Iowa will blend the Capitol Cab and
Yellow Cab cars into one visual fleet under the
YellowCabCo. brand. YellowCabCo. is the largest
provider of cab service in the Greater Des Moines
area. The new brand gives the cabs a fresher look
and a more modern appeal, complete with new
technologies including video entertainment and
local news in each car.

A Revitalized
Brand For A Historical
Des Moines Icon

We’ve Created
Five Advertising
Solutions For
Increasing Brand
Awareness…

Interested?

Des Moines
Metro Population*

First Things First: The Numbers

Nothing alleviates the fear of
failed advertising like strong
supporting data. Fortunately,
we came prepared. Below
and to the right, you’ll
find everything you
need to say “yes” to
advertising with
YellowCabCo.

460,000
*2014 Census Update
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I-235

TRAFFIC COUNT

# of vehicles on
the road daily
in Greater Des
Moines

120,000

I-80

90,000

1-35

97,000

East 14th St.

31,000

Fleur Dr.

31,000

Ingersoll Ave.

16,600

50th WDS

15,600

Jordan Creek WDM

32,300

With over 70 vehicles
on the road covering
almost 20,000 miles
daily, YellowCabCo.
offers an opportunity
for any company, small
or large, to maximize it’s
advertising dollar.

NORWALK
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Half Cab Promotional
Vehicle Wraps

Why On-Car Advertising?

On-car advertising
allows you to stay
connected with
your customers
anywhere on
the roads.

Custom Rear Window
& Half Cab Promotional
Vinyl Wraps
BE SEEN ALL OVER THE CITY!

On-car advertising reaches areas where
traditional outdoor ads often can’t.
Because YellowCabCo. goes everywhere,
your message will not only be seen by a
wide variety of potential customers; it will
literally deliver your brand to wherever
your customers are located.

By employing a full
staff of design and
sign professionals that
understand the importance
of brand consistency,
YellowCabCo. delivers ad
solutions that engage your
audience all year round.
See Rate Card For Pricing
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A Powerful
New Way for
Customers to
See You!

HD screen
allowing for
video or a
static image
slideshow.

Companion
banner ad that
is part of the
visual display
Program will
start when the
ride begins.
Each video can
play with either
a companion
banner or in
widescreen
format

Route Map

On Demand

Channels

4:06 PM

Advertising
Options:

15 Sec.
30 Sec.
60 Sec.
See Rates Sheet

Total $4.05

HD screens with clear line of sight to the passengers in backseat of taxis.

Why The Yellow Cab Network?

40,000
Captive Viewers
Each Month

YellowCabCo. has over
70 vehicles with in-car
TV monitors that can be
customized to target, with
GPS, where you want your
ad to be viewed. With
each cab ride averaging
12 minutes and 21,500 ad
views per month, that’s a
spot that can’t be missed!

The Yellow Cab Network is unlike any other
advertising opportunity in Des Moines metro.
A video loop begins the second a passenger
steps foot into the cab. The 12-minute video
loop includes short clips from TV shows like
Jeopardy! and Jimmy Kimmel Live, interspersed
with local ABC5 news and business ads. This
service is ideal for capturing the attention of
passengers looking for entertainment options
and other business services in the metro while
traveling via Yellow Cab. YellowCabCo. provides
production services to create an ad for your
business, or the network can simply run a
preexisting spot from another broadcast outlet.

See Rates Sheets For Pricing

Ads can be tailored
on any specific day or
time of operation.

Ads can play in locations
targeted in town set by
GPS near your business.

Monthly reports show proof of
performance, including number
of times your ad played.
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Don’t Get Nabbed
Campaign
BE A PART OF OUR SAFE DRIVING MOVEMENT
This safe driving initiative provides our community with an alternative for
reducing the number of drunk driving incidents.

2/3 of the
population will be
involved in a drunk
driving incident in
their lifetime*
Every 2 min.
someone will be
injured in a drunk
driving crash*
*Statistics from MADD (Mothers
Against Drunk Driving

YellowCabCo. promotes safe rides
and responsible transportation
choices for people wanting to enjoy
a night on the town. This campaign
encourages individuals to call us or
use the YellowCabCo. app for a ride
home rather than risking the danger,
cost and penalties associated with
drunk driving.

Supporting this initiative will
provide your company with additional
exposure through press releases, radio
and TV promotions, window wraps,
digital billboards, coasters, print and
electronic posters; helping foster
positive community relationships with
entertainment, food and beverage
venues throughout Des Moines.
See rate card for benefits
and opportunities to get involved.

With thousands
of users, the
YellowCabCo.
app is a great
way to spend
your ad dollars
in a tech-savvy
marketplace.
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YellowCabCo. App
THE TECHNOLOGY

Now that 64% of the U.S. population
own smartphones, the need for service
industry app solutions is greater
than ever. That’s why YellowCabCo.
developed its own transportation app,
allowing customers to hail a cab with
the touch of a screen.
EMAIL & POPUP ADVERTISEMENTS

Through email campaigns, push
notifications and pop-up ads, the
YellowCabCo. app exposes your
brand to a sophisticated audience in
unobtrusive yet effective ways.

Please direct all advertising
inquiries to Speak PR

speak-pr.com
advertising@speak-pr.com
515.868.0955

O / 515.868.0955
C / 515.491.0226

The Speak PR team has years of leadership experience in the
for- and non-profit arenas. Our team includes former TV news
executives, reporters, and brand specialists with decades of
media expertise, as well as individuals with extensive public affairs
knowledge. Speak’s relationships with print and broadcast news,
as well as communitywide and statewide political connections, will
help you share your story with a broader audience. Let us help you
find your voice and tell your story.

303 Locust Street / Suite 250
Des Moines, IA 50309

Speak PR is an independent public relations firm that helps
organizations find their voice, tell their story and share it with their
broader audience.

